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Chapter One 

Negotiate in Three 
Dimensions 

W HY ARE WE BORN with two eyes? 
One reason, of course, is redundancy: it's good to have a backup, 

in case we lose an eye to an accident or illness. But there's another considera
tion. Having two eyes is different from having, say, two kidneys, or two lungs. 
Having two eyes gives us the extraordinary ability to see the world in three 

dimensions. Yes, it's certainly possible to get along in the world with only one 
eye-and many people do-but "binocular" vision gives us the enormous 

advantage of depth perception. When seen with two eyes rather than one, a 
formerly flat world acquires all kinds of useful complexity. 

This is a book about seeing the world in three dimensions. More specifi
cally, it's about learning to negotiate in ways that recognize-and take advan
tage of.-the rich complexities of human interactions. We call our approach 
3-D Negotiation because it draws on three distinct dimensions to achieve great 
outcomes. But before getting into the specifics of our approach, let's look at 
the alternative, which we'll refer to as one-dimensional negotiation. 

Negotiating in One Dimension 

There are many kinds of one-dimensional negotiators; in fact, the world is full 
of them. But most fall into one of two broad categories, which for the pur
poses of this overview chapter we'll call "win-lose" and "win-win" negotiators. 

Whether you're a pro or a novice, you'll instantly recognize these two types. 
They offer competing seminars. They do battle in academic journals. And in 
many cases, they engage at the table. 
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Win-lose bargainers are from the old school, although you can certainly 

still find plenty of them plying their trade in the boardrooms, town hall base

ments, rented conference facilities, and the other venues where negotiations 

take place. Their bookshelves bulge with manuals on adversarial ploys, such as 

Robert J. Ringer's Winning Through Intimidation and Jim Camp's Start with 
No. They battle and scrap for the best price, the biggest share of the pie, and so 

on. They sit down at the bargaining table intending to walk away not only 

with their share of the goodies, but most of yours, too. 

Win-win negotiators, by contrast, have for some time now represented the 

new way. They promise innovative solutions, more value, and better relation

ships. The win-win library consists of books that emphasize the cooperative 

potential of negotiation, including valuable ones like Getting to Yes and Get
ting Past No. 1 Win-win types don't sit around cooking up unilateral ways to 

get more than their fair share at the table; they'd rather engage in joint brain

storming sessions to come up with creative solutions that "make the pie big

ger" for all. 

Experience has probably given you an intuitive feel for the pluses and 

minuses inherent in each approach. Yes, the aggressive win-lose negotiator 

gets a better deal some of the time. But he or she may damage relationships in 

the process, may overlook more creative agreements, and may even precipitate 

a deadlock, thereby causing promising discussions to break down unnecessar

ily. (Although, as we will emphasize in later chapters, some discussions deserve 
to break down.) 

The earnest win-win player may be more focused on creativity-and almost 

certainly has more friends-but may come up short in tough encounters. It's 

a trade-off, and not always a beneficial one. In the name of long-term rela

tionships, naive win-win negotiators may give up achievable gains in the here 

and now. 

So win-lose and win-win negotiators couldn't be more different, right? 

Well, no. In fact, we see them as being very similar in a fundamental way: they 

are both one-dimensional negotiators. They both concentrate almost exclu

sively on the face-to-face and tactical aspects of negotiation. They view the 

negotiating process mainly in terms of actions at the bargaining table, which of 

course comprises not only the conference room, but virtual tables (phone, fax, 
e-mail, etc.). 

Negotiating advice from both camps focuses mainly on how best to deal 

directly with the other side. From the win-lose side of the house, this means tips 

on how to size up your opponent's weak spots; who should make the first offer; 
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how much to demand; how to persuasively overcome objections, decipher 
body language, and threaten to walk away; and how to profit from various 
ploys-the "powerless agent" story, the "good cop, bad cop" routine, and so on. 

Meanwhile, the win-win playbook shows how to build trust, communicate 
clearly, probe for real interests behind bargaining positions, brainstorm new 

options, avoid cross-cultural gaffes, and successfully counter the ploys used by 
their hardball counterparts. But note again that the focus is on the tactical. The 
players are predetermined, the chess board is set up; all that remains is for the 

game to be played there and then, whatever the choice of approaches may be. 
In our experience, most people consider negotiations to be one or the other 

of these approaches, or a blend of the two. And obviously, win-win negotia

tors and their win-lose counterparts do more than interact at the table; they 
also prepare before they get there. But mainly, they prepare by planning their 
face-to-face approach and tactics. Take a look, for example, at the many nego
tiation seminars offered by the venerable American Management Association, 

which are mostly listed under the category "Communication and Interpersonal 
Skills": Negotiating is what happens at the table. It is about tactics and dealing 

directly with the other side. 

Years of doing deals and analyzing negotiations have persuaded us that this 
apparently commonsense focus on the table often fails. It routinely misses the 
larger potential game that can really drive the outcome. Even if they don't rec

ognize it or acknowledge it, one-dimensional negotiators are actually playing 

in a 3-D world, and they often pay a steep price for their very limited approach. 
They, or the people whom they represent, are the losers. 

The 3,. D Negotiation Alternative 

So what is this larger 3-D game? Like any good bargainer, a 3-D Negotiator 
must master the tactical, at-the-table, face-to-face techniques that rely on 
effective communications and interpersonal skills. But as we've said, 3-D 
Negotiation involves not one, but three dimensions, all of which are in play 
more or less concurrently throughout an effective negotiation. The three 
dimensions are: 

1. Tactics 

2. Deal design 

3. Setup 
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By now, you've already got a sense of tactics-at least of the win-win and 
win-lose kind. The second dimension, deal design, will likely be somewhat 
familiar to you as we begin to shift our focus away from one-dimensional 
moves at the table. So let's look at deal design before getting into our much 
less well-understood-and most powerful-third dimension. 

The 3~D Focus on Deal Design 

Here is deal design in a nutshell: negotiation involves the art and science of 

drawing up deals that create lasting value. Deal design employs a good old
fashioned tool-the drawing board-in new and productive ways. This is 
where the win-lose negotiator, in particular, comes up short. In the win-lose 
mind-set, the broad outlines of the deal are self-evident. So the core challenge 
of negotiating lies in choosing the best tactics to win-the best price, the most 
generous terms, or whatever. 

Here's what we mean by a systematic approach to deal design: when a pro
posed deal does not offer enough value to all sides, or when its structure won't 

achieve its purposes, deal designers must go to work on the drawing board, 
sometimes on your own, sometimes with your team, and sometimes in con
cert with the other party. Their deal designs create value, often unexpectedly, 
guided by general principles and specific techniques that we'll demonstrate to 
you in chapters 8 through 11. 

Maybe we need to make a definitional aside as we introduce this term. 
"Back to the drawing board" sometimes has a negative connotation-that 
is, scrapping a failed project and having to start over-that we don't intend. 
Rather, we use the drawing-board metaphor to invoke notions of creativ
ity, invention, and fresh thinking guided by potent underlying deal-design 
principles. 

Smart people working at the drawing board can sometimes discover hid
den sources of economic and noneconomic value, then craft agreements

design deals-that unlock that value for the parties involved. For example: Is 
it really a pure price deal? Does some sort of trade between sides make sense 
and, if so, on what terms? Can we unbundle different aspects of what looks 
like a single issue and give to each side what it values most? Should it be a 
staged agreement, perhaps with contingencies and risk-sharing provisions? If 
there's a contract involved, should it be an unusual kind of contract-one 
with a more creative concept and structure than we've used before? One that 
meets ego needs as well as economic ones? 
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A Few Deal-Design Examples 

Conventional wisdom says that we negotiate to overcome the differences 
that divide us. So, typically, we're advised to find win-win agreements by 
searching for common ground. While identifying common ground almost 
always helps, many of the most frequently overlooked sources of value in agree
ment arise from differences among the parties. Deal-design principles can sys
tematically point to agreements that create value by dovetailing differences. 

For example, when Egypt and Israel were negotiating over the Sinai, their 
positions on where to draw the boundary were incompatible. When negotia
tors went beyond the opposing positions, however, they uncovered a vital dif
ference of underlying interest and priority: the Israelis cared more about 
security, while the Egyptians cared more about sovereignty. The solution was a 
demilitarized zone under the Egyptian flag. 

Differences of interest or priority can open the door to unbundling differ
ent elements and giving each party what it values the most at the least cost to 
the other (as the Egyptians and Israelis did): a core principle of deal design. A 
good win-win negotiator may well come up with such creative agreements 
through focusing on interests, not positions, and brainstorming options. The 
distinctive contribution of deal design, however, is to crystallize and much 
more systematically develop the underlying principles. 2 

Let's look at an example of another kind of difference, focusing on how 

divergent forecasts can fuel joint gains. Suppose an entrepreneur who is 
genuinely optimistic about the prospects of her fast-growing electronics
components company faces a potential buyer who likes the company but is 
much more skeptical than the entrepreneur/owner about the company's future 
cash flow. They negotiate in good faith, but at the end of the day, the two sides 
sharply disagree on the likely future of the company and so cannot find an 
acceptable sale price. 

Instead of seeing these different forecasts as a barrier, a savvy deal designer 
would perceive opportunities to bridge the "value gap:' One option would be a 
deal in which the buyer pays a fixed amount now and a contingent amount 
later, with the latter amount determined by the future performance of the com
pany. Properly structured, with adequate incentives and monitoring mecha
nisms, such a contingent payment ( or "earn-out") can appear quite valuable to 
the optimistic seller-who expects to get that earn-out-but not very costly to 
the less optimistic buyer. The seller's willingness to accept such a contingent 
deal, moreover, may give the buyer the confidence he or she needs to go 
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through with the deal. The two-step payment process may make the deal suffi
ciently attractive to both parties-and more attractive than walking away. 

As we will demonstrate in later chapters, a host of other differences make 

up the raw material that skilled deal designers transform into joint gains. For 
example, a less risk-averse party can "insure" a more risk-averse one. A more 

impatient party can get more of the early money, while his more patient coun
terpart can get considerably more over a longer period. Differences in cost or 

revenue structure, tax status, or regulatory arrangements between two parties 
can be converted into gains for both. If one party mainly cares about how a 

deal looks to a key constituency, while the other focuses on substance, the 
right deal design can create value for both. Indeed, for a savvy deal designer, 
conducting a disciplined "differences inventory" is at least as important a task 
as identifying areas of common ground. 

By now, you should be getting a better sense of what we mean by the sec
ond dimension in our 3-D scheme: deal design on the drawing board. While 
our first dimension, tactics, focuses mainly on the interpersonal process at the 
table, deal design shifts toward substance and outcomes, often significantly 
away from the table itself. 

The 3,D Focus on Setup 

The third dimension, setup moves-often the most potent actions a 3-D Nego

tiator can take-completes the shift in focus. These moves take place entirely 
away from the table. In a nutshell, here is what we mean by setup: negotiation 
involves moves away from the table to set up the most promising situation once 
you're at the table. Before taking a seat at the table, the 3-D Negotiator has taken 
advantage of powerful negotiation principles-carefully developed in later 
chapters-to create the optimum conditions before the parties face each other 
directly. In other words, the table has been set well before the tactical interplay 
(the focus of win-win and win-lose negotiators) begins. 

What does "setting the table" mean in this context? Simply put, it means act
ing to ensure that the right parties have been involved, in the right sequence, to 

deal with the right issues that engage the right set of interests, at the right table or 
tables, at the right time, under the right expectations, and facing the right conse
quences of walking away if there is no deal. Before worrying too much about 
tactics, the 3-D setup architect works hard to optimize these elements-the 
scope, sequence, and choices about the process itself-within which interper
sonal dealing will play out. 
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If the setup at the table isn't promising, the 3-D Negotiator doesn't merely 
resort to bullying (like the win-lose type) or turning up the empathy and per
sonal charm (like the win-win negotiator). Instead, he or she takes action away 
from the table to reset the table more favorably. The 3-D Negotiator under
stands that a bad setup makes tactics at the table more or less irrelevant-and 
that a great setup, conversely, makes good tactics all the more effective. In fact, 
it can help the tactician achieve otherwise impossible results. 

Financing Staples: Getting the Scope and Sequence Right 

The 3-D Negotiator pays careful attention to optimizing the scope (the parties, 
interests, no-deal options) and sequence by which different potential parties 
are involved in order to create the most promising possible setup. Let's look 
at an interesting case to give you a clear illustration of what we mean by a 
better setup. 

The case involves Thomas Sternberg, the founder of Staples, the original 
big-box office supply store.3 Thanks to a first round of financing received from 
Sternberg's initial venture capital (VC) backers, the Staples concept-rock

bottom prices on office supplies for small businesses-appeared increasingly 
compelling, beating early sales targets by 50 percent. With these positive early 
results in hand, and with the threat of new competitors like Office Depot 
jumping into the market that Staples had started to create, Sternberg urgently 
needed expansion capital. Logically enough, he went back to the same well: the 
venture capitalists that had helped get Staples off the ground in the first place. 

But during the hunt for second-round financing, the question of valuation 
emerged as a potential stumbling block. From Staples's side of the table, it 
appeared that the VCs were closing ranks, stonewalling Sternberg, and refus
ing to value Staples as highly as he'd hoped. Not a novel tactic, certainly
offering less capital while demanding a bigger piece of Staples's equity-but 
surprising in its monolithic nature. No matter where he went in the venture 

capital community, Sternberg heard more or less the same thing. 
So what was the best negotiating stance for Sternberg to adopt at this point, 

to (in his words) "break the venture capitalist cartel"? Was the answer to be 
found in being a better tactician at the conference table? If so, should Stern
berg concentrate on being a better win-lose negotiator of the old school? In 
other words, should he try harder to unflinchingly look the bankers in the eye 
or decipher their body language? Should he resolve to lock everyone in a room 
until the positive result he was looking for finally emerged? Should he just say 
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"no"? Refuse to budge? Wear them down until he wore them out? Or, alterna
tively, should he resolve to be a more effective win-win player? That is, should 
he listen actively? Brainstorm options? Focus on what would be fair? 

In a word, no-on all counts. From the 3-D Negotiator's perspective, the 
best way to deal with this hardball stance was not to focus on tactics and 
process at the table. Instead, we would argue, Sternberg needed a more prom
ising setup, involving the right new parties and interests, that would be more 
receptive to the particular deal he was seeking. 

Going out to generate a better financing offer would be a good move here, 
in line with standard negotiation advice. And Sternberg did just that. He initi
ated conversations with Goldman Sachs: an investment bank, rather than a 
venture capital firm. After talking to its venture contacts, however, Goldman 
initially proposed exactly the same valuation as the VCs. Rather than weaken
ing, it appeared that the "cartel" was broadening. Now what? 

In a case like this, a good 3-D Negotiator would routinely ask a series of 
questions ( we'll develop these for you later) in order to generate a more prom
ising setup. Here's one such line of questioning: "Who are the potential 'high

value players' here? What parties are not now involved who might value this 
agreement more highly than those in the current setup?" 

To answer these questions-to overcome the cartel he perceived-Sternberg 
visited Harvard Business School and sought out one of our colleagues, Profes
sor Bill Sahlman, who is an expert on venture firms and the financing of entre
preneurial start-ups. Sternberg asked: "How do you break this?" Sahlman's 

answer: "Go directly to the institutions: the pension funds and insurance com
panies ... They may be limited partners of the venture capital firms, but they 
often resent handing off 20 percent of the profits and a hefty management fee, 
instead of keeping it themselves:'4 

To a 3-D Negotiator in Sternberg's case, these institutions were potential 
"high-value players." If brought directly into the deal, they would see 20-plus 
percent higher returns than if they invested indirectly through venture capital 
partnerships. By following this advice, Sternberg found his funding options 
greatly expanded, as several limited partners of the venture funds offered to 
put up their own money at Sternberg's price. 

Meanwhile, who else might be a high-value player, for different reasons? 
Sternberg decided that he should also make an appeal to high-net-worth indi
viduals with independent perspectives who might support a higher valuation 
than the VCs. For example, he approached Marty Trust, head of Mast Indus
tries, whose office was literally across the street from Staples's second store. 
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Trust could see Staples's remarkable results for himself. He had the retailing 
background to recognize its potential. And he understood that Sternberg had 

to act fast, since clone competitors like Office Depot were opening stores like 
mad. As Sternberg later recalled, "When [Marty Trust] said he wanted 10 per
cent of the company, we'd say, 'Fine, that'll be $3 million.' And he'd say'Fine'
and like magic, the company had a value.'' 

Does this story surprise you as an example of 3-D Negotiation? Didn't the 
negotiations with the venture capitalists break down? Is that an example of 
successful negotiations? 

"Yes" to both of those last two questions. This is an example of exactly how 
3-D Negotiators think. How so? Because Sternberg didn't rely on face-to-face 
tactics to change the minds of his initial backers, whom he considered to be 
overly greedy. (That would have been standard, one-dimensional kind of 
thinking.) Instead, he changed the scope of the negotiation ( the parties, their 
interests, the no-deal options). He favorably reset the table with right new par
ties whose interests were far more aligned with the deal he wanted to do. And, 
as we'll see, he then sequenced the process. 

Now, the generic advice in this particular story-that is, to shop around for 
other options-is pretty standard and pretty good guidance, and it should 
hardly surprise you. Yet if Sternberg had spent his time indiscriminately pitch
ing other investment bankers, commercial bankers, or many other potential 

capital sources, he would likely have come up empty-handed, while burning 
up precious time. Why? Because although these were alternatives to the VCs, 
in practical terms, they were not the right players. 

By applying the principles of 3-D Negotiation in a systematic, disciplined 
way, you can learn to zero in on potential high-value players-those parties 
not now involved who might value a desired agreement more highly than 
those in the current setup-and thereby achieve a better setup, and a better 
outcome. In the Staples case, the right players were the high-value ones; in 
other cases, we'll show you how other kinds of players are the right ones to 
enhance the setup. Examples would include direct or indirect influence, a key 
role in deal approval or implementation, and so on. 

The setup also improved in other ways as a result of Sternberg's away-from
the-table moves. Even as he went out to the new sources suggested by Sahlman 
and pushed Goldman Sachs to sweeten its offer, Sternberg continued negotiat
ing with the venture firms-but with better options in case the VCs ultimately 
said "no.'' Meanwhile, of course, Sternberg's effective maneuvers sharply wors
ened the VCs' no-deal options. When he went back to his first-round backers, 
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he was able to present alarming news to them. Not only were they now in the 
unaccustomed role of middlemen-at risk of being cut out by their own 
limited partners-but it began to look like they might be crowded out alto
gether as other investors piled in. "This thing's filling up fast;' Sternberg 

declared flatly. "Do you guys want to play or not?" 
It worked ... on his terms. Despite its tough aspects, Sternberg's approach 

did not rupture relationships with his venture investors; for example, Bain's 
Mitt Romney served on the Staples board for years. And the ultimate success 
of his table-resetting effort would also have a beneficial impact the next time 
he approached potential financial backers. (Hey, guys-I've already proven I 
can get the money somewhere else. Do you want to play more reasonably or not?) 

Of course, there's a lot more to getting the right scope (parties, interests, no
deal options) and sequence than we've included here. But you get the general 
idea. Don't just focus on tactics at the table; be sure the setup is right. If you 
don't like the way the table is set, reset it by attacking the scope and sequence 
of the negotiations. 

Creating and Claiming Value 

Let's back up a step and ask a fundamental question whose answer underlies 
our approach: whether we act in one, two, or three dimensions, what are we 
actually trying to do by negotiating? On one level, everyone will answer this 
question differently, depending on the specifics of the negotiations at hand. 
(On this level, Tom Sternberg would have said, "The point of negotiating is to 

get the money I need quickly and on terms that I consider fair:') But on a 
deeper level, the answer to our rhetorical question is always the same: Your 
negotiating objective should be to create and claim value for the long term by 
crafting and implementing a deal that is satisfactory for both ( or all) parties. 

What is value? Of course, many negotiations center on economic value
that is, potential financial gains to the negotiating parties. Suppose that we 
own a patent that could dramatically boost the value of your products in a 
market segment in which our firm has no interest in competing. A licensing 
deal could create economic value for both of us and would certainly be more 
appealing than the no-deal alternative. 

But value can-and in many cases, should-be understood more broadly. 

Think of the example of Egypt and Israel negotiating over the Sinai described 
earlier. Rather than a zero-sum battle over where to draw a line in the sand, 
they came up with a demilitarized zone under the Egyptian flag; the kinds of 
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value they created were not mainly economic, but involving security for the 
Israelis and sovereignty for the Egyptians. The idea of value can go farther 
still; as long as one or more parties care strongly about some aspect of the 
process or outcome, that aspect is a potential source of value in the negotia
tion. So, yes, "value" can mean a discounted cash flow. But it can also mean 
precedent, relationships, reputation, political appearance, fairness, or even 
how the other side's self-image fares in the process. The 3-D Negotiator is a 
master at the kinds of cooperative, problem-solving skills that uncover joint 

gains, and thereby create value for all sides relative to no deal. Value-creation 
falls into the "win-win," or "non-zero-sum" aspect of the process, because 
value creation benefits all parties. 

But that's only half the story. The 3-D Negotiator is also a master at claiming 
value. This is the competitive, win-lose part of the negotiation, in which one 
side seeks to claim a full share of the "value pie." Obviously, there's an inherent 
tension between the cooperative moves needed to create value jointly and the 
competitive moves that enable you claim value individually. Managing that 
tension is at the very heart of the art and science of negotiation. When those 
contradictory tugs are badly managed, things tend to break down quickly. 
Hardball moves to claim value can short-circuit the moves needed to create 
value. Impasses arise unnecessarily, and money gets left on the table. The 3-D 
Negotiation techniques described throughout this book will help you solve all 
three of these challenges. They will help you create value, claim value, and pro

ductively manage the tension between creating and claiming. 
There's one more point to make here: negotiators need to think in the long 

term when creating and claiming value. Yes, there are many kinds of one-shot 
negotiations after which it is highly unlikely that the two parties will ever sit 
down to bargain together again. Most likely, you will only sell your company 
once. If you sell a series of houses or used cars over your lifetime, you'll almost 
certainly be dealing with a different individual each time. These are important 
deals, and in the following chapters we will offer you a great deal of advice for 
managing one-shot negotiations, which-by definition-don't require a long
term perspective. 

But in negotiations that aren't one-shots, keeping the long term in mind 
when creating and claiming value is important for at least three reasons. First, 
many negotiations are only a single chapter in a larger, ongoing relationship 
that could be damaged by adversarial tactics, making it harder to strike good 
deals in the future. Second, many agreements deliver their value only when all 
parties live up to their respective sides of the bargain in the intended spirit. If 
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parties to the agreement feel that they have been exploited or otherwise dealt 
with unfairly, they may live up to their side of the bargain only haltheartedly
or they may even repudiate the agreement. Third, even in the case of a true 
one-shot, stand-alone agreement, your approach to deal making can affect 
your reputation beyond the confines of that one deal. The business and per
sonal networks within which we all interact are becoming ever more tightly 
connected. People talk. If you get a reputation for dealing unfairly or adversar
ially, it may come back to haunt you. 

We stress the overall negotiating objective-to create and claim value for 
the long term-since this objective directly informs both how you perform a 
3-D barriers audit (the subject of our next chapter) and how you craft a 3-D 
strategy to overcome the barriers you've identified (the subject of chapter 3). 
As we analyze what is difficult about a given negotiation, we will often ask two 
more precise questions: 

• What are the barriers to creating value? 

• What are the barriers to claiming value? 

Similarly, in talking about crafting a 3-D strategy, we will focus on the setup, 
deal design, and tactical moves that will ( 1) create the maximum possible 
value, and (2) claim a full share of that value-on a long-term basis. 

Not One Dimension, but Three Dimensions 

To summarize, the 3-D Negotiator plays a more complete game than either the 
old school win-lose negotiator, the trendy win-win negotiator, or their many 

close cousins who cluster around the bargaining table. That's why we've come 
to use the metaphor of "dimensions" to describe the three different-and 
mutually reinforcing-classes of negotiating moves that comprise the 3-D 
Negotiator's arsenal: tactics, deal design, and setup. Table 1-1 summarizes each 
of our three dimensions. By putting these pieces together, this book will show 
you precisely what it means to be a 3-D Negotiator, playing the whole negotiat
ing game rather than just the at-the-table part of it. 

A final word: in most negotiations, the stakes are high. This is true whether 
you're trying to secure second-round financing, broker a peace between warring 
states, or close a key business deal. True, these are very different negotiating con
texts, with very different sorts of things hanging in the balance: lives, profits, 
individual dreams. But in all of them, the people at the table care very deeply 
about the outcome of the bargaining process. Unfortunately, when it comes to 
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TABLE 1-1 

Individual dimensions that make up an overall 3-D approach 

Dimension Nickname Where Focus Sample Moves 

First Tactics "At the table" People, Improve communication, build 
process trust, counter hardball ploys, 

bridge cross-cultural divides 

Second Deal design "On the Value, Invent and structure agree-
drawing substance, ments that create greater 
board" outcomes value, meet objectives better, 

are more sustainable 

Third Setup "Away Architecture Ensure most favorable scope 
from the (right parties, interests, no-
table" deal options), sequence, and 

basic process choices 

negotiating success, caring deeply doesn't make the difference. Only effective 
preparation and focused action make the difference-and in our experience, the 

best preparation is mastering the principles of 3-D Negotiation. The very first 

part of preparation is understanding what you're really up against. To us, that 

means the barriers that stand between you and the deal you want. Diagnosing 

those barriers is our next order of business, as we move to chapter 2. 





Chapter Two 

Do a 3,D Audit of 

Barriers to Agreement 

. .J ow oo You GET the agreement you want? 
1 -i Start with a clear understanding of what you want. What are the broad 

outlines of the deal you hope to do? Then, you develop a clear picture of where 
things stand today. Based on that picture, you ask and answer the question: 

what stands between you and reaching the full potential of the agreement you 

have in mind? Then you work backward from your understanding of those 

barriers to develop a negotiating strategy. To address the basic barriers ques

tion, "What's in the way of the ideal agreement?" let's use the terminology from 

the last chapter: Are setup flaws blocking your desired agreement? Deal-design 

issues? People problems? 

Don't jump to the conclusion that it's purely a price gap, or that cultural dif

ferences are getting in the way, or that those people across the table are simply 

unreasonable. Without an accurate barriers assessment-what we call a 3-D 

barriers audit-your strategy and tactics may address the wrong problems. 1 We 
use the term audit to underscore the fact that what's needed is a systematic 
assessment of the situation in terms of its setup, deal design, and tactics. In this 
chapter, we'll show you how to perform this kind of assessment. But first, let's 

look at a negotiation that didn't have the benefit of a 3-D audit-and suffered 

as a result. 

LockStore: The 3,D Audit That Should Have Happened 

This case is based on a real story: the deal-making saga of a technology company 

that we'll call LockStore Systems, Inc. LockStore had developed a technology 
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for detecting leaks in underground gas storage tanks-a "sniffer" that was one 
hundred times more accurate, faster, and substantially cheaper than compet

ing technologies. 
At that time, the Environmental Protection Agency was promulgating stan

dards that would require underground tanks be continuously tested to protect 
groundwater supplies. Although LockStore made no effort to help shape the 
new regulations, it followed the drafting process with great interest. When the 
new standards were implemented, LockStore was sure it had a winner: not 
only faster, cheaper, and better, but now mandated! Its sales engineers began 
negotiating with potential buyers-and were astonished to receive a grand 
total of one order in the marketplace. One after another, potential customers 
walked away from the table. 

What went wrong? More precisely, what were the barriers to agreement? 
We usually advise starting a 3-D audit with a look at the setup, the third 

dimension that generally encompasses the others. For now, however, let's 
reverse the order and start with the more familiar first dimension: tactics and 
interpersonal factors at the table. 

In LockStore's case, were dull engineering personalities the culprits? Not 
knowing just the moment to look the buyer right in the eye and drive to close? 
No. These interpersonal issues (it later became clear) had nothing to do with 
the string of turndowns. 

Think for a moment about how target buyers might see their interests in 
the device-especially in light of the fact that EPA regulations still permitted 
multiple-gallon leaks, while the new technology would unfailingly pick up a 
leak that would barely fill a drinking glass. LockStore's device was simply too 
good. "What a technological tour de force;' the potential buyers all agreed
sometimes within earshot of the LockStore's sales engineers. "Great price, too. 
But the truth is, this handy new device will almost certainly get me into need

less, expensive regulatory and legal trouble-and create PR headaches, too. I 
think I'll pass. But come to think of it, my competition should definitely have 
the benefit of this new technology!" From LockStore's perspective, then, "faster, 
better, cheaper" added up to a sure sale; to the other side, it looked like a sure 
headache. No deal. 

The first, and killer, tactical barrier was LockStore's myopic focus. Stuck in 
their own perspective, LockStore's sales engineers did not think very hard 
about how "faster, better, cheaper" would look to the other side. And remem
ber, it is the other side's choice-to say yes or no-that you're trying to influ
ence in your negotiations. 
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Getting this basic interpersonal piece right would have been useful for Lock

Store. Unfortunately, better probing and listening would mainly have served to 

uncover a deal-related barrier: the necessary value was simply not there for the 

buyer. Indeed, this hypersensitive device would have created needless costs and 

risks for the intended user. This represents a classic barrier, which we call an 

adverse deal/no-deal balance; it simply means that "no-deal" looks better than 
"yes" for one or more of the parties. 

It would be pretty hard to shift this deal/no-deal balance by tinkering with 

possible contracts. So, short of purposely degrading the accuracy of the new 

devices while keeping their costs low and installation easy, what might be done? 

As our audit of tactical and deal-design barriers suggests, neither silver

tongued persuaders nor artful deal designers would have been likely to suc

ceed. Had we been involved, we would have counseled LockStore to look away 
from the table for a solution. The real barrier to success involved the setup itself, 

which was limited to company-customer sales negotiation. 

LockStore was simply negotiating with the wrong people. It should have put 

far more energy into persuading the government to require the higher level of 

compliance that its device could deliver. On the merits, this outcome would 

have had lower compliance costs and offered better environmental results for 

all. Maybe LockStore could have joined forces with its suppliers to achieve this 

outcome. Maybe it could have proposed licensing deals with existing competi

tors, to bring them on board. Maybe it could even have persuaded a few major 

potential customers to join this coalition. (None of these customers wanted to 

be the only one to incur the higher remediation costs that the LockStore device 

would have generated, but perhaps most or all of them would have been happy 

to use LockStore sniffers if everybody with gas-storage tanks had to hit the same 

high standard.) If the EPA had mandated the use of the best available technol

ogy to monitor storage tanks across the board, LockStore could have enjoyed 

enormous sales to a broad range of industrial customers. 

This postmortem 3-D audit suggests that LockStore faced a self-inflicted 

tactical barrier by keeping an inward focus and being guilty of the all-too

common failure to probe the other side's real interests. But even a more effec

tive interpersonal approach would only have revealed the unhappy deal-related 

barrier-that no zone of agreement existed-but at least would have clarified 

the daunting setup barriers to a deal. 

To overcome this barrier, LockStore had to change the setup from an 

unpromising one to a higher-potential one, with potentially huge financial and 

environmental payoffs. When LockStore mapped the parties to the negotiation, 
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its focus was limited to those already at the table. But a 3-D Negotiator also 
looks for potentially involved parties, in order to set up the most promising 
situation. LockStore failed to do so, and, as a result, paid a high price. 

And, of course, doing a prospective 3-D barriers audit to guide your negoti
ating strategy sure beats doing an autopsy to find out why it didn't work. With 
the illustrative LockStore case in mind, we'll work through a more systematic 
barriers audit, starting with the setup. 

Assessing Setup Barriers 

A flawed setup means less fertile ground for the kind of agreement you want. 
Setup problems can involve three aspects of the negotiation: scope, sequence, 
and basic process choices. 

Scope flaws mean the wrong parties, interests, and/or no-deal options. Expe
rience teaches us that getting the scope right calls for more than a mechanical 
list; it requires a disciplined kind of imagination that the 3-D approach will 
help you develop. Tom Sternberg realized that the original scope of his Sta
ples financing negotiation presented insuperable barriers. He succeeded by 
bringing in new parties with different interests that improved his walk-away 
options and worsened those of the VCs. LockStore management did not
and failed. 

Sequence flaws, by contrast, are problems with the order in which the nego
tiation is to unfold. Mistakes can be made, for example, as to which parties are 
approached first or the order in which issues are dealt with, that can stymie or 
kill an unfolding negotiation. 

And finally, basic process choice flaws can include problems with the way a 
negotiation is organized. For example, there may be no provision for useful 
joint fact finding or for a third party, such as a mediator, to support the 
process, when such features could have been helpful. 

Each of these three categories of flaws calls for its own countermeasures. 
First, you should map the scope: all the parties, their interests, and their no
deal options. Second, you should check the sequence. And third, you should 
check basic process choices for hidden flaws. Let's look at each in turn. 

Mapping All the Parties and Their No,Deal Options 

Mapping the parties and their interests is a vital step that many would-be 
negotiators tend to rush by. How hard can this be, they ask? There's me, and 
there's the guy across the table, and we're settling on the right price. 
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Who Are the Real Parties? 

The truth is that really understanding the full set of interested parties

including those now in the picture, and those who may need to enter the pic

ture-often requires a real act of imagination. Let's say you're the seller. Are 

you absolutely sure that the prospective buyers you have in mind are the most 

motivated buyers? Is there another way oflooking at your product or service
another context in which it could be used-that would make it even more 

valuable to another kind of buyer? If you haven't fully explored these possibil
ities, you may leave money on the table. 

In other cases, you may have the right parties, but you may not be negotiat

ing at the most useful level. Even when you're dealing with a huge corporate or 
public-sector entity, most likely you're not dealing with a monolith, but with 

specific people, many of whom have their own agendas, perceptions, and 

interests. To tailor your negotiating approach most effectively, you need an 

accurate map of your counterparts and how they fit into their organization. 

What's the hierarchy? Who influences whom? And yes, where are the oil-and

water combinations that you need to be aware of? How might they influence 

the negotiations? 
Less experienced negotiators sometimes become mesmerized by the aggre

gate economics of a deal and forget about the interests of players who are in a 

position to enable or torpedo it. When the boards of pharmaceutical giants 

Glaxo and SmithKline Beecham publicly announced their merger in 1998, for 

example, investors were thrilled, rapidly increasing the combined company's 

market capitalization by a stunning $20 billion. Yet despite prior agreement 

as to exactly who would occupy which top executive positions in the newly 

combined company, internal disagreements about management control and 

position resurfaced. These disagreements sank the announced deal, and the 

$20 billion evaporated. 2 

This episode confirms two related lessons about parties and interests. First, 

while favorable overall economics are generally necessary, they are often not 

sufficient. Second, keep all potentially influential internal players on your 

radar screen; don't lose sight of their interests or their capacity to affect the 
deal. What is "rational" for the whole may not be so for the parts. 

What Is the Full Set ofTheir Interests? 

The next part of mapping focuses on interests. Sometimes it's as easy as 

hitting the right price. In many cases, though, there are all sorts of other 
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submerged interests that may not be put on the table, but which have the 
potential to affect negotiations profoundly. If there's a difference between 
what people say they want ( their bargaining position) and what they really 
want (their interests), you need to figure out what that difference might be. 
Remember that what they value encompasses both economic and noneco
nomic factors, tangibles as well as intangibles. 

For example, an English property development firm assembled most of the 
land in an area outside London needed to build a large regional hospital. Yet a 
key parcel remained, and its owner stubbornly resisted selling. Although the 
small property was appraised at a mere £80,000, the developer had succes
sively offered £90,000, £100,000, then £120,000, and ultimately £200,000-all 
to no avail. The owner seemed to be well aware of the parcel's pivotal position, 
and seemed determined to exploit it. In desperation, with the project hanging 
in the balance, the firm's chief executive arranged a personal appointment 
with the owner. When the chief executive arrived in his chauffeured limousine 
at the property in question-a somewhat shabby but neat cottage-the 
owner, who turned out to be an elderly woman, invited him in and offered 
him a cup of tea. 

Looking around, he noticed several framed pictures of a small dog. In the 
course of polite conversation, the owner-call her Mrs. Jones-sadly described 
how "dear Fluffy" had passed away three years ago and was buried in her gar
den behind the cottage. Eventually, the CEO asked to see her beloved pet's 
gravesite. Following a moment of quiet contemplation in the tiny garden, he 
delicately asked Mrs. Jones whether she had ever considered what would hap
pen to this spot as the neighborhood changed over the years, as it was bound 
to do. Wouldn't a proper memorial, well-tended in perpetuity, be a more fit
ting remembrance of Fluffy? 

Mrs. Jones agreed almost immediately. The development firm expedited 
arrangements for Fluffy's remains to be reinterred on the grounds of a presti
gious pet cemetery, the cottage sale was closed for less than £100,000, and the 
hospital project was put back on track. On signing the sale papers, Mrs. Jones 
was heard to remark, "What use does a childless old woman like me have for 
more money, as long as I can rent a nice flat closer to Fluffy?" 

While quirky, this episode illustrates a very much broader aspect of negoti
ating: the importance of probing behind apparently incompatible bargaining 
positions to understand the full set of real interests of the parties. Wayne 
Huizenga, veteran of more than a thousand deals that went into the building 
of Waste Management, Inc., AutoNation, and Blockbuster, distills his extensive 
experience into a kernel of sound advice: "In all my years of doing deals;' 
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Huizenga reflects, "a few rules and lessons have emerged. Most important, 
always try to put yourself in the other person's shoes. It's vital to try to under
stand in depth what the other side really wants out of the deal."3 

This may seem like a lot of work-and a lot of guesswork, to boot. But in 
most cases, mapping the full set of parties and the full set of their interests
actual and potential-is time and money well spent. Why? Because getting the 
parties and interests right opens up possibilities for value-creating trades that 
increase the chances for a successful negotiation. What do those people across 
the table really want? What can I offer that gives them what they want, but 
doesn't cost me too much? It's not easy, and negotiators frequently fumble this 
vital task. But guidelines for mapping all the parties and their interests have 
emerged, based on both practical experience and academic research; we'll 
present those guidelines in subsequent chapters. 

Assessing No~Deal Options 

In any negotiation, you and the other parties involved face a fundamental and 
ongoing choice: between staying and walking, between striking a deal and not, 
between "yes" and "no." To say "yes" to a deal on the table, you need to under
stand how well that deal would serve your interests. But you can't make that 
calculation in a vacuum. The real question is, "How well does it serve my 
interests, compared to what?" 

This is the deal/no-deal balance. On one side of the balance, you have the 
proposed deal; on the other, you have your "walk-away" option-sometimes 
called your best alternative to a negotiated agreement, or BATNA.4 Can you find 
another buyer? Is there an alternative supplier or alliance partners? Can you 
go to court? Can you take a strike? Can you risk another war with Egypt? Is 
there another course of action that's more likely to serve your interests than 
the deal that is on the table? Your alternative to cutting a deal sets the bar, in 
value terms, that any proposed deal has to clear. If the proposed deal is worth 

less to you than the alternative, you will leave the table. 
Understanding the deal/no-deal balance requires a two-part assessment by 

each party: first, the assessment of your own position, as noted above, and sec
ond, the assessment of the other party's alternatives, insofar as you can under
stand them. Why? Because part of a successful negotiating strategy is shaping 
your counterparts' perception of their deal/no-deal balance in order to get them 
to say "yes" to the deal that you want. They have to decide for themselves that 
the deal you're offering is better than any of the alternatives, including no deal 
at all. To get them to reach that decision may require a number of concurrent 
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actions on your part, including: improving the value of the deal to them, get

ting them to see their best no-deal alternative as bad (and getting worse), and 

getting them to see your best no-deal alternative as good (and improving). 

The deal/no-deal calculations should take place on two levels: the individ
ual and the aggregate. Think back to how you mapped all the parties. Each 

player is potentially important-or that player wouldn't be on your map-but 
combinations of players are also key. How will a potential winning or blocking 

coalition assess this particular deal/no-deal choice? 

Note, too, that calculating the deal/no-deal balance is likely to be an ongo

ing process. No-deal options are likely to evolve and shift (in part through 

your efforts). Just as a skilled medical team continually monitors its patient's 

vital signs, effective negotiators monitor both sides' perceptions of how the 

deal/no-deal balance is currently tilting-and then take steps to alter the bal

ance, as necessary. In many cases, this monitoring continues even after the 

agreement is inked: are all sides continuing to see compliance with the deal as 

preferable to their no-deal alternatives? 

In complex negotiations involving multiple parties, the assessment of no

deal alternatives can be extremely challenging-and all the more important. 
Without such an assessment, you can't know whether enough (and the right) 

parties are on board to make a deal. Here's a place where the all-party map 
pays off. Mentally assign colors to the various parties in the negotiation: 

green for those who appear to be leaning toward a deal, yellow for those who 

appear to be genuinely undecided, and red for those apparently leaning 

toward their no-deal alternatives. How many "reds" are lurking out there? Are 

they numerous and well-placed enough to form a blocking coalition? If so, 

what's your best hope of converting, sidestepping, co-opting, or overcoming 
some or all of them? 

Assessing the other party's best no-deal option can tum up some surprises. 

In one instance, we advised a senior executive of a global consumer products 

company. He had hoped to sell a poorly performing division for a bit more 
than its depreciated asset value of $7 million to one of two potential buyers. 
After we mapped the parties and the full set of their interests, the fierce rivalry 

of these two potential buyers in other markets became more obvious. It seemed 

likely that, prodded by the right negotiating strategy, each party might see the 

other as the seller's (very credible) no-deal option and might be willing to pay 

an inflated price to keep the other from getting the division. So we made sure 

that each suitor knew the other was actively looking, kept both sides "warm" 

throughout the process, and carefully stimulated the interest of both. After a 

heated auction-like negotiation, the division sold for $45 million. 
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So you need to smoke out the interests of the other side and understand its 
best walk-away option. Meanwhile, of course, you need to cultivate your own. 
A strong walk-away option is an important negotiation tool. Many people 
think that it's the ability to inflict or withstand damage that translates into 
bargaining power, but in fact, your ability to walk away to an apparently good 
alternative is often more important. The better your no-deal possibilities 
appear both to you and to the other party, the more credible your threat to 
walk away becomes, and the more these possibilities can serve as leverage to 
improve the deal. Our colleague Roger Fisher has dramatized this point by 
asking which you would prefer to have in your back pocket during a compen
sation negotiation with your boss: a gun, or a terrific job offer from a desirable 
employer who is also one of your company's serious competitors? 

Checking the Sequence and Process Choices 

Having mapped the full set of parties, their interests, and no-deal options, the 
3-D Negotiator looks for barriers associated with the sequence in which dif
ferent parties are involved, and the basic process choices on how the negotia
tion is to unfold. Ideally, you will put in place the best sequence by which 
different potential parties are involved, in order to create the most promising 
possible setup. The way you orchestrate the process-its timing, whether it is 
framed cooperatively or competitively, the possible involvement of third par
ties such as mediators, and so on-can significantly affect the outcome. Sig
nificant barriers arise by getting these elements wrong. 

Imagine that you need to generate internal support for a new product or 
sales initiative. Maybe you're inclined to follow the old prescription to "get 
your allies on board first." If so, you might want to think again, because this is 
not always the best sequence. 

When the United States sought to build a global anti-Iraq coalition following 
that country's 1990 invasion of Kuwait, Israel was the United States' strongest 
ally in the region. Yet the Israelis were pointedly excluded from the coalition. 
Why? Because Israel's formal inclusion would have discouraged, or even pre
cluded, most Arab states from signing on. An alternative sequence-starting 
with the moderate Arab states and assuming tacit Israeli membership
completely sidestepped this problem. 

Another standard prescription for sequencing is to get your own house in 
order first by developing an internal consensus before dealing with outsiders. 
But it's not always the best choice. For example, when preparing for the first 
Gulf War, President George H. W. Bush first committed U.S. troops to the 
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region. Then he engaged in exhaustive negotiations to build an external UN 

coalition behind a Security Council Resolution that authorized "all necessary 

means" to eject Iraq from Kuwait. Only then did he begin negotiating seri

ously for U.S. congressional authorization to use force in the Gulf. 
Had Bush started by seeking the "internal" approval of a deeply skeptical 

U.S. Congress, agreement would have been elusive. And if he had first tried 

and failed to win congressional approval, any subsequent American-led inter
national ( or "external") coalition-building enterprise would have been hob

bled. As National Security Advisor General Brent Scowcroft observed: "There 

has been some criticism of us for, in effect, pressuring Congress by building an 
international coalition and then making the argument, 'You mean, Congress

man, you're not going to support the President, but the President of Ethiopia 

is supporting him' . . . If there had been no coalition and no UN vote, we 

would never have gotten Congress."5 

In short, getting the negotiating sequence right opened the door to success, 

while getting it wrong would have led to failure. This kind of sequential reason

ing is not limited to high diplomatic or military negotiations. Getting buy-in 

from the participants on a task force or a cross-functional team may depend 
on the order of consultation. Even getting the "right" participants to sign up 

for a party, a seminar, a panel, or a charity event can raise elaborate sequenc

ing choices: Whom should I involve first? How should I frame the approach? 
Based on that outcome, whom should I call next? Then what? 

Assessing Deal~Design Barriers 

An inadequate deal design can impede, or even preclude, progress. 

In chapter 1, we described several cases in which the original agreement 

being negotiated could not possibly lead to success. Recall, for example, our 

recounting of the bargaining around the proposed sale of an electronics

components company-a bargaining process that was ultimately resolved 

with the introduction of a contingent "earn-out:' But in the early stages of 
the bargaining process-before that solution possibility was raised-there was 

a serious deal-design barrier: the two parties' differing views of the longer

term prospects of the company, which led to substantially different valua
tions of the company. The earn-out represented a significant rewriting of the 

original deal that was on the table. That rewriting wa§_.based on an audit of 

inherent deal-design barriers, and a successful invention process in the wake 

of that audit. 
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Similarly, LockStore's proposed deal-selling oversensitive leak-detection 
devices-was a nonstarter relative to the no-deal options of its target cus
tomers. A barrier audit would most likely have revealed that fact and forced 
LockStore to rethink its bargaining position. 

What happens when a barriers audit turns up a flawed deal design? As 
implied above, one or both parties can walk away from the table, or they can 
attempt to fix or get around that flaw. Working solo or jointly at the drawing 
board, negotiators can sometimes discover hidden sources of economic and 
noneconomic value, then craft agreements that unlock that value for the par
ties involved and overcome the barrier that has grown out of the poor deal 
design. We'll explore deal design in more depth in part 3 of this book. 

Assessing Tactical and Interpersonal Barriers 

"What we've got here is failure to communicate;' says the authoritarian 
Captain in the 1967 film Cool Hand Luke, after Luke's failed escape attempt. 
"Some men you just can't reach." 

When negotiations aren't going well, you may find yourself arriving at the 
same conclusion as the Captain, unsympathetic as he was: some people you just 
can't reach! Those characters on the other side of the table (you find yourself 
thinking) must be especially dense. They just aren't recognizing the sheer 
compellingness of the case we're presenting. You may find yourself starting to 
talk a little louder, and a little more urgently, in an effort to "reach" those slow
witted characters, just as many people raise their voices or speak more slowly 
when they're talking to someone who literally doesn't speak their language
as if talking louder will make the speakers' words more comprehensible. It 
doesn't, of course. In fact, it's highly likely to make these speakers appear more 
obnoxious to that uncomprehending listener, who therefore becomes less 
interested in trying to figure out what's being said. 

Communication barriers are something that most of us-including non
negotiators-deal with every day. They're therefore more familiar to us, and 
need less explanation in this context. But let's touch on them briefly here, and 

then discuss them in depth in later chapters. 
In negotiation, the most common communication problems involve the 

strong sense on one or both sides that, somehow, intended perspectives and 
interests are not coming across effectively; the other side just doesn't seem to 
understand key concerns, priorities, or limits. This difficulty may result from 
your lack of clarity in presentation, or your failure to frame points effectively, 
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or from either side's poor listening skills (good, "active" listening is something 
that people tend to take for granted; in fact, it's an acquired skill). It may also 
be a function of the bargaining approach; for example, each side may do little 
more than reemphasize its immovable position. 

Communication barriers may also result from a failure to put the proper 
cultural filters in place. The classic example is the "yes" that the American 
negotiator extracts from his or her Japanese counterpart. The American hears 
the Japanese saying, "Yes, I agree to the deal." But there's a good chance that the 
Japanese negotiator is merely saying, "Yes, I heard you." When the inevitable 
crunch comes in the wake of this misunderstanding, the American thinks 
the Japanese can't be trusted, and the Japanese thinks the American must 
be astoundingly obtuse. Neither conclusion does much to help subsequent 
communications! 

While we've illustrated tactical barriers at the table mainly with communi
cation issues, there are plenty of others. In our experience, some of the most 
potent tactical barriers result from each side's overemphasis on claiming value, 
rather than creating it. We're all familiar with hardball moves, put-downs, 
last-minute demands, pressure tactics, hiding information, walk-away threats, 
and the like. These do need to be part of your audit of tactical barriers. With 
each side aggressively pushing for more, the risk of poor deals, needless 
impasses, and conflict goes up dramatically. 

Two Cross~Cutting Barriers to Be on Guard Against 

Up to this point, we've described a barriers audit in a compartmentalized way: 
first in the setup dimension, then in the deal-design dimension, and finally in 
the tactical/communications dimension. We should emphasize, however, that 
most real-life negotiations-at least the complex ones-involve potential bar
riers in more than one dimension. Two of these merit special attention. 

AN ADVERSE DEAL/NO-DEAL BALANCE. We've already intro
duced this major barrier in the context of the setup. If the deal isn't good 
enough for one or more of the parties-if there isn't enough value in it rela
tive to no deal-the negotiation may be doomed. The reverberations are likely 
to carry across all of our 3-D dimensions: setup, deal design, and tactics. So 
favorably redressing an adverse deal/no-deal balance may require a number of 
concurrent tactics on your part, including: improving the value of the deal to 
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the other side and getting them to see their no-deal alternative as bad ( and 
getting worse). We will look at possible responses in a more sustained way in 
subsequent chapters. 

INCOMPLETE OR BLURRY INFORMATION; Bad or missing data 
can also serve as a cross-cutting barrier. Without accurate information on the 
key elements of a negotiation-including the parties, their interests, and no
deal options-it is difficult to create and claim value effectively. Are there 

holes in your knowledge? Do you have only a fragmentary understanding of 
the motivations around the table? 

To surmount this common barrier, an effective 3-D strategy will need to 

contain an information-gathering component. And when decisions must be 
made on the basis of complex data with lots of contingencies involved-if this, 
then that-then all of the parties may need to develop a baseline of agreed
upon information. Otherwise, they may argue incessantly about the facts of 
the situation, rather than what to do with the facts. 

Getting from Here to There 

Before you can negotiate effectively, you need to understand two things: 

• Where you want the negotiations to wind up 

• What stands in the way of your getting there 

Presumably, the shape of the deal you want to cut has grown out of ongo
ing discussions within your organization: the price and broader terms you 
need to realize for your product or your company, the price you're willing to 
pay to secure financing for your next stage of growth, the borders you want to 
establish to guarantee your nation's security, and so on. You then have to fig
ure out what might prevent that overriding goal from being attained. 

This is the function of the 3-D barriers audit. If you're about to go into 
negotiations-or if you're already involved in bargaining that doesn't seem to 
be going where you want it to go-a barriers audit is crucial. It should com
prise all three of our 3-D dimensions (setup, deal design, and tactics), and also 
reflect the realities of cross-cutting barriers. 

Based on what you learn from your audit, you should be prepared to craft a 
3-D strategy to overcome them. That's the subject of our next chapter. 
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'* With a provisional agreement in mind, do a 3-D barriers audit. 

>- What prevents you from reaching the potential of the deal you want? 

> Wrong parties? Wrong interests? Wrong no-deal options? Wrong 

sequence? Wrong basic process choices? Wrong deal design? Adverse 

tactics or interpersonal approach? 

® Assess setup barriers. 

>- Have you mapped all the parties, their interests, and best no-deal 

options? 

> Have you assessed the full set of actually and potentially involved 

parties? 

> Have you probed the full set of interests at stake, yours and theirs, 

going behind bargaining positions? 

-,,. Have you assessed each side's best no-deal option, which sets the bar 

for any acceptable deal and influences negotiating "power"? 

),- Have you checked the sequence and basic process choices? 

@ Assess deal-design barriers. 

> Does the proposed agreement create the maximum possible value? 

> Does it meet the requirements and objectives of the parties? 

® Assess tactical and interpersonal barriers. 

> Do you face hardball or other difficult tactics? 

> Are there communication, trust, personality, style, or cross-cultural 

issues? 

® Watch for cross-cutting barriers. 

> An adverse deal/no-deal balance? 

> Missing or blurry information? 


